Beautiful Teeth Now™
Beautiful Teeth Now™

- Dental Implants—The Modern Solution
- More than four decades of clinical experience
- Over 2.5 million satisfied patients

“Dental implants made me smile again.”
Why Dental Implants?

- Preserves facial structure
- Help keep you looking younger
- Allow you to eat what you want, not what you have to
- Life-long solution
- Improved quality of life
- Saves healthy teeth
Facial Structure
Implant-supported replacement teeth look, feel and function like natural teeth.

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Sonia Leziy and Dr. Brahm Miller
Tooth Replacement: Tooth Loss leads to Bone Loss

Bone loss is the end result of tooth loss unless the tooth root is replaced by a dental implant. Preserve bone with dental implants – the tooth replacement as close to natural teeth as possible.

Single Missing Tooth

Anterior teeth in place

Missing tooth root leads to bone loss

Posterior teeth in place

Bone begins to deteriorate where posterior teeth are missing

Several Missing Teeth

Teeth in place in lower jaw

Complete tooth loss causes the jaw to shrink

All Missing Teeth

Significant bone deterioration leads to facial structure collapse
Treatment Options

Single Missing Tooth
- Removable partial denture
- Tooth-supported fixed bridge
- Implant-supported crown

Several Missing Teeth
- Removable partial denture
- Tooth-supported fixed bridge
- Implant-supported fixed bridge

All Missing Teeth
- Removable full denture
- Overdenture to be seated on ball attachments
- Fixed bridge on implants
Options For

Single Tooth Replacement

Removable partial denture  Tooth-supported fixed bridge  Implant-supported crown
Single Tooth Replacement

Tooth-Supported Fixed Bridge—The Treatment Steps

1. Prepare the adjacent teeth

2. Bridge tried-in for fit

3. The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Christopher Marchack
Single Tooth Replacement

Implant-Supported Crown—The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure

2. Preparing the site & placing the implant

3. Abutment in place

The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Peter Wöhrle
Options For

Several Missing Teeth

Removable partial denture
Tooth-supported fixed bridge
Implant-supported fixed bridge
Several Missing Teeth

Tooth-Supported Fixed Bridge—The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure
   Worn & discolored bridges

2. Prepared adjacent teeth

3. Try-in on left quadrant

The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Oliver Hanisch
Several Missing Teeth

Implant-Supported Fixed Bridge—The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure

2. Implants placed

3. Removable bridge vs Implant-supported fixed bridge

4. The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Richard Sullivan
Options For All Missing Teeth

- Overdenture
- All-on-Four™ fixed bridge
  Implant-supported
- Implant-supported fixed bridge
  (Procera® Implant Bridge)
  (Teeth-in-an-Hour™)
All Missing Teeth

Overdenture—The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure
2. Placing the implants & attachments
3. Delivering the overdenture

The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Peter Wöhrle
All Missing Teeth

All-on-Four™ Fixed Bridge—The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure
2. Placing the implants
3. Attaching the bridge

The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Paulo Målo
Implant-Supported Fixed Bridge–The Treatment Steps
(Procera® Implant Bridge)

1. Placed implants
2. Bridge tried-in for fit
3. The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Robert Nölken, Dr. Med. Dent.
All Missing Teeth

Teeth-in-an-Hour™ – The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure
2. Patient receives a CT-scan
3. Surgical template in place
4. The bridge
5. The Beautiful Results in just one hour!

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Michael Razzoog and Dr. Bill Abbo
Your new teeth must be cared for and checked regularly, just like your natural teeth. Brush and floss as recommended by your dentist or dental hygienist. See your dentist every six months or more frequently, if so advised.
Options For

Improving Existing Crowns, Bridges & Teeth

Procera® Ceramic Crowns, Bridges & Veneers
Improving Existing Teeth

Procera® Ceramic Crowns—The Treatment Steps

1. Remove the PFM restorations & replace with Procera® Ceramic Crowns

2. The Beautiful Results with Procera®

Old PFM crowns
(Porcelain-Fused-to-Metal)
Note gray lines at base of teeth

PFM crown
Light cannot shine through

Procera® Ceramic Crown
Translucent - like your natural teeth

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Ivana Krystek-Ondracek
Improving Existing Teeth

Procera® Ceramic Bridge—The Treatment Steps

1. Before the procedure showing 3-unit PFM bridge
2. Prepare the adjacent teeth
3. Bridge tried-in for fit

The Beautiful Results

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Christopher Marchack
**Improving Existing Teeth**

*Procera® Veneers—The Treatment Steps*

1. **Before the procedure**

2. **Tooth preparation**

3. **Bond and light-cure the veneer**

4. **Prepared teeth**

**The Beautiful Results**

Clinical case courtesy of Dr. Vincent Prestipino
Beautiful Teeth Now™

• “For years I had a yellow tooth and a bad crown. Now they have both been replaced…I just can’t stop smiling.” – Rachel

• “My new teeth feel like a natural part of me.” – Gun-Britt

• “I was overwhelmed with the way they turned out.” – Dan

• “Dental implants made me smile again.” – Alice

• “I just wanted to have my smile back, I truly feel they fixed it just the way it was before. Right after having my new teeth, I stepped into a photo booth to get my picture taken.” – Birgitta